2022-05-12: Visual Media for the Medical Educator
Topic and Questions courtesy of Journal of Graduate Medical Education
The following links were shared during the chat:
 See One, Do One, Share One - Introducing Visual Abstracts in Journal Publication - Academic Radiology
 The Clinical Problem Solvers – Sharing expert opinion in diagnostic reasoning. (clinicalproblemsolving.com)
 Debunking the Learning-Styles Hypothesis in Medical Educatio... : Academic Medicine (lww.com)
 Stop propagating the learning styles myth - ScienceDirect
 Emotional Content of Comics Drawn by Medical Students and Residents | SpringerLink
 Capturing and Articulating Visual Media as Scholarship
 Graphic Medicine in Graduate Medical Education
 Visual Media in Medical Education
 Infographics and Visual Abstracts
 Tweetorials for Medical Educators
 Making Your Educational Data Visual
MedEd Chat (hosted by ACE) @MedEdChat8 hours ago
TOPIC 1: What does the term #visualmedia mean to you as a #MedEducator ? Does it
include #vizab #Infographic #graphicmedicine #podcast #tweetorials #dataviz Why? Why
Not #MedEdChat
Deb Simpson @debsimpson38 hours ago
We apologize in advance for article links that may not work tonight. @JGME website is down - but it
will be back and links will work! That said we will have many of the authors from
our #visualmedia #RipOut series so we will all learn from each other! #MedEdChat
Sara Dong @swinndong8 hours ago
Hi! following along with #MedEdChat and excited to hear and learn from everyone

Avital Y. O'Glasser, MD FACP SFHM (she/her) @aoglasser8 hours ago
RT @MedEdChat: TOPIC 1: TOPIC 1: What does the term #visualmedia mean to you as
a #MedEducator ? Does it
include #vizab #Infographic #graphicmedicine #podcast #tweetorials #dataviz Why? Why
Not #MedEdChat

Hannah Abrams @HannahRAbrams8 hours ago
@MedEdChat @Alliance4ClinEd @JournalofGME Hi all! Checking in from the writing team for the
twitter article of this @JournalofGME series, excited to talk about visual media
in #MedEd . #MedEdChat

Deb Simpson @debsimpson38 hours ago
@aoglasser @JournalofGME Glad you could join us Avi-- you expertise on capturing and articulating
"visualmedia as scholarship is so needed in this emergent-vital field!! #MedEdChat

Michael Cosimini @MichaelCosimini8 hours ago
@MedEdChat T1: Podcast seems to stand out as an exception. Pairing a podcast on online
supplementary visual media is great but I would not really include that one. Nice example here from
Febrile. https://t.co/uwqCEUXM81 #MedEdChat
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Deb Simpson @debsimpson38 hours ago
@gradydoctor @MedEdChat @Alliance4ClinEd @JournalofGME Wahoo thanks for
joining!! #Tweetorial expert! #MedEdChat

Gary Beck Dallaghan
@GLBDallaghan8 hours ago
T1 When I think of #visualmedia it typically involves any graphic/pictorial visualization of your
message....whether it be data or a comic or whatever #MedEdChat

Kimberly D. Manning, MD @gradydoctor8 hours ago
@MedEdChat T1A1: To me, #visualmedia means showing instead of telling. Pictures with less words
can reduce cognitive load in learning or add to spaced learning. I love when journals supplement a
paper with visual abstract. #MedEdChat

Theresa Maatman @TCMaatman8 hours ago
I have been in the graphic medicine world and it has been a way for my students to share and talk
about some of the difficult experiences they have. #graphicmedicine #graphicdoc #MedEdChat

Michael Cosimini @MichaelCosimini8 hours ago
@MedEdChat T1: Reminds me of a favorite unsuccessful joke #mededchat https://t.co/ydw36IXi1k

Shreya P. Trivedi MD @ShreyaTrivediMD8 hours ago
@MedEdChat T1. Visual media encapsulates anything that communicating ideas visually, hopefully
making the message more memorable and easier to grasp #MedEdChat So for me it includes all of the
above, except podcasts!

Deb Simpson @debsimpson38 hours ago
@HannahRAbrams @MedEdChat @Alliance4ClinEd @JournalofGME Hannah great to have another
author on--- #Tweetorial so fun and valued for learning #MedEdChat

Avital Y. O'Glasser, MD FACP SFHM (she/her) @aoglasser8 hours ago
RT @gradydoctor: @MedEdChat T1A1: @MedEdChat T1A1: To me, #visualmedia means showing
instead of telling. Pictures with less words can reduce cognitive load in learning or add to spaced
learning. I love when journals supplement a paper with visual abstract. #MedEdChat

Avraham Z. Cooper, MD @AvrahamCooperMD8 hours ago
@debsimpson3 @gradydoctor @MedEdChat @Alliance4ClinEd @JournalofGME SO good to be here
to discuss this important #meded topic #mededchat

Brent Thoma @Brent_Thoma8 hours ago
RT @gradydoctor: @MedEdChat T1A1: @MedEdChat T1A1: To me, #visualmedia means showing
instead of telling. Pictures with less words can reduce cognitive load in learning or add to spaced
learning. I love when journals supplement a paper with visual abstract. #MedEdChat
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Brent Thoma @Brent_Thoma8 hours ago
RT @TCMaatman: I have been in the graphic medicine world and it has been a way for my students to
share and talk about some of the difficult experiences they
have. #graphicmedicine #graphicdoc #MedEdChat

Avital Y. O'Glasser, MD FACP SFHM (she/her) @aoglasser8 hours ago
@AvrahamCooperMD @debsimpson3 @gradydoctor @MedEdChat @Alliance4ClinEd @JournalofG
ME #MedEdChat the two Avi's of #medtwitter are in the chat!!

Deb Simpson @debsimpson38 hours ago
T1 Originally my definition of #visualmedia was pretty narrow and then about 10 yrs ago starting
doing #infographics then a few #tweetorials # podcasts & now #visualabstracts. Next project
is #graphicmedicine just wish I could draw! Why - fun, cogent, and
visual!! #MedEdChat https://t.co/SUsHdluAin

Shreya P. Trivedi MD @ShreyaTrivediMD8 hours ago
RT @TCMaatman: I have been in the graphic medicine world and it has been a way for my students to
share and talk about some of the difficult experiences they
have. #graphicmedicine #graphicdoc #MedEdChat

Michael Cosimini @MichaelCosimini8 hours ago
RT @gradydoctor: @MedEdChat T1A1: @MedEdChat T1A1: To me, #visualmedia means showing
instead of telling. Pictures with less words can reduce cognitive load in learning or add to spaced
learning. I love when journals supplement a paper with visual abstract. #MedEdChat

Kimberly D. Manning, MD @gradydoctor8 hours ago
@ShreyaTrivediMD @MedEdChat Agreed. Although some podcasts have great shownotes
with #visualmedia. (Not @HumanDoctoring though.)

#MedEdChat

Avraham Z. Cooper, MD @AvrahamCooperMD8 hours ago
@ShreyaTrivediMD @MedEdChat And even podcasts are excelling at visual media creation!
@COREIMpodcast

#mededchat

Brent Thoma @Brent_Thoma8 hours ago
RT @debsimpson3: T1 Originally my definition of #visualmedia was pretty narrow and then about 10
yrs ago starting doing #infographics then a few #tweetorials # podcasts & now #visualabstracts. Next
project is #graphicmedicine just wish I could draw! Why - fun, cogent, and
visual!! #MedEdChat https://t.co/SUsHdluAin

Gary Beck Dallaghan
@GLBDallaghan8 hours ago
@debsimpson3 T1 Practice at it. Drawing is a great deal of fun! #MedEdChat
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Melina Manolas, MD, MPH @melina_manolas8 hours ago
@MedEdChat @Alliance4ClinEd @JournalofGME Hi all! Can't wait for this chat. Visual learner biased
to visual media here

#MedEdChat

Shreya P. Trivedi MD @ShreyaTrivediMD8 hours ago
@gradydoctor @MedEdChat Agree ! makes it so much less intimidating to engage with the material
and can get the gist in much less time #MedEdChat

Avital Y. O'Glasser, MD FACP SFHM (she/her) @aoglasser8 hours ago
@MedEdChat A1 #MedEdChat to me, #visualmedia is important because it challenges us--and forces
us--to confront the possibility/reality that scholarship is NOT restricted to black-and-white typeset on a
page it enriches how our brains process new information!

Deb Simpson @debsimpson38 hours ago
@ShreyaTrivediMD @MedEdChat So true @ShreyaTrivediMD - another #JGME #RipOut Author -expertise in #infographics and #visualabstracts! Just wish they were easier to do-guess they are easy
if you know what is important for #meded learners! #MedEdChat

Sateesh Arja, M.B.B.S., MHPE, MSPH @ArjaSateesh8 hours ago
#mededchat Sateesh Arja from Avalon University School of Medicine, Curacao #meded

Anthony R Artino Jr @mededdoc8 hours ago
T1 For me, it’s most of those things, but probably not #podcasts; aren’t those auditory not
visual?
But I’m a huge fan of all things #visualmedia. I always say, if I wasn’t a #MedEd’er, I
probably would have been a graphic designer! #MedEd #mededchat

Tanya Selak @GongGasGirl8 hours ago
RT @aoglasser: @MedEdChat A1 #MedEdChat to me, #visualmedia is important because it
challenges us--and forces us--to confront the possibility/reality that scholarship is NOT restricted to
black-and-white typeset on a page it enriches how our brains process new information!

Hannah Abrams @HannahRAbrams8 hours ago
Definitely agree with this. Written/spoken words can be great for explaining linear processes but can
be hard in #meded when talking about cycles, flowchart/algorithms, etc. Sometimes visual media
reduces cog load best because it best represents how we actually
think. #mededchat https://t.co/KPFsyIcicJ

Kimberly D. Manning, MD @gradydoctor8 hours ago
@MedEdChat T1: Intuitively, I don't think podcasts count, but on @CPSolvers for example, their
website with illness script and more are a great supplement to the
audio. #MedEdChat https://t.co/QsrSYpZPcF
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Shreya P. Trivedi MD @ShreyaTrivediMD8 hours ago
@gradydoctor @MedEdChat @HumanDoctoring ah yes the infographics accompanying episodes are
some excellent ways to distill the information! #MedEdChat

Avital Y. O'Glasser, MD FACP SFHM (she/her) @aoglasser8 hours ago
RT @HannahRAbrams: Definitely agree with this. Written/spoken words can be great for explaining
linear processes but can be hard in #meded when talking about cycles, flowchart/algorithms, etc.
Sometimes visual media reduces cog load best because it best represents how we actually
think. #mededchat https://t.co/KPFsyIcicJ

Deb Simpson @debsimpson38 hours ago
@aoglasser @MedEdChat Indeed - we know we are visual learners!!! and learning from multiple
channels strengthens and deepens the learning! #MedEdChat

Tanya Selak @GongGasGirl8 hours ago
RT @MedEdChat: Don't forget to join #MedEdChat tonight at 9PM ET/NYC Visual media leading to
digital scholarship is the topic! #MedEd @JournalofGME https://t.co/3SDAjOOtCK

Avital Y. O'Glasser, MD FACP SFHM (she/her) @aoglasser8 hours ago
@debsimpson3 @MedEdChat #mededchat bingo

Avraham Z. Cooper, MD @AvrahamCooperMD8 hours ago
RT @gradydoctor: @MedEdChat T1A1: @MedEdChat T1A1: To me, #visualmedia means showing
instead of telling. Pictures with less words can reduce cognitive load in learning or add to spaced
learning. I love when journals supplement a paper with visual abstract. #MedEdChat

Sateesh Arja, M.B.B.S., MHPE, MSPH @ArjaSateesh8 hours ago
@MedEdChat #mededchat T1 in my opinion it could be anything like a bar graph, a pie chart or even a
podcast which can convey the information or message easier for the reader or listener #meded

Brent Thoma @Brent_Thoma8 hours ago
@MedEdChat I'd swap podcasts out and videos in as a #visualmedia, but otherwise all of the
above. #visualmedia are a great way to tell a story to the eyes - super helpful these days when we
often have +++ information to convey and little time/space. #mededchat #meded

Anthony R Artino Jr @mededdoc8 hours ago
@AvrahamCooperMD @ShreyaTrivediMD @MedEdChat @COREIMpodcast T1 Interesting. How are
podcasts #visualmedia? Or are you saying they create visual media for their
podcasts? #MedEd #MedEdChat

Meded @cryptovitas8 hours ago
RT @ArjaSateesh: #mededchat Sateesh Arja from Avalon University School of Medicine,
Curacao #meded
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Meded @cryptovitas8 hours ago
RT @mededdoc: T1 For me, it’s most of those things, but probably not #podcasts; aren’t those
auditory not visual?
But I’m a huge fan of all things #visualmedia. I always say, if I wasn’t
a #MedEd’er, I probably would have been a graphic designer! #MedEd #mededchat

Deb Simpson @debsimpson38 hours ago
@djbunnell @ShreyaTrivediMD @MedEdChat Tell us more please!!

#MedEdChat

Meded @cryptovitas8 hours ago
RT @HannahRAbrams: Definitely agree with this. Written/spoken words can be great for explaining
linear processes but can be hard in #meded when talking about cycles, flowchart/algorithms, etc.
Sometimes visual media reduces cog load best because it best represents how we actually
think. #mededchat https://t.co/KPFsyIcicJ

Gary Beck Dallaghan
@GLBDallaghan8 hours ago
T1 A friend of mine is dragging me into the realm of visual abstracts more and more. @SJordanMD is
a groundbreaker! #MedEdChat https://t.co/N8tORBLTk3

Shreya P. Trivedi MD @ShreyaTrivediMD8 hours ago
@mededdoc @AvrahamCooperMD @MedEdChat @COREIMpodcast Yes i think the accompanying
visual media for a podcast! #MedEdChat

Deb Simpson @debsimpson38 hours ago
T1 Why #visualmedia? Great synopsis by @AvrahamCooperMD @AdamRodmanMD with nice visual
explaining why! And then with practical guidance on selection, creation, and use. Key point - try it!! Find
some peers. #MedEdChat #MedEd https://t.co/bH2uCvYe2z https://t.co/h203fgIAKv

Hannah Abrams @HannahRAbrams8 hours ago
T1 Replies to this showing how much #meded podcasts need to be publicizing the number of awesome
graphics they make! Talking with many casual listeners this week have realized how much these get
under-utilized. #mededchat

Melina Manolas, MD, MPH @melina_manolas8 hours ago
@MedEdChat T1. To me it really means any way to promote clinical reasoning and
cognitive
load, information overload. I agree all of the above except podcasts (although I love their supplemental
visuals), and especially infographics - but not just for the sake of making them. #MedEdChat

Gary Beck Dallaghan
@GLBDallaghan8 hours ago
T1 @2LindaMLove should join this since she is so skilled at developing #infographics #MedEdChat
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Tanya Selak @GongGasGirl8 hours ago
@MedEdChat @JournalofGME Hi Everyone. Tanya here from Australia. I'm in awe of all you clever
people who create visual media to help convey #MedEd messages. Infographics in particular are just
getting better and better. Following the #MedEdChat with interest ... https://t.co/Hz4utMjyNk

Avital Y. O'Glasser, MD FACP SFHM (she/her) @aoglasser8 hours ago
@GongGasGirl @MedEdChat @JournalofGME HI #MEDTWITTER FRIEND FROM
DOWNUNDER!!! #MedEdChat also paging @inquisitiveGyn

Shreya P. Trivedi MD @ShreyaTrivediMD8 hours ago
@GongGasGirl @MedEdChat @JournalofGME Hello Tanya ! #MedEdChat https://t.co/pKAvh8lJxH

Kimberly D. Manning, MD @gradydoctor8 hours ago
@debsimpson3 @MedEdChat @Alliance4ClinEd @JournalofGME Hey @debsimpson3! I've learned
from some of the best like @tony_breu and @AvrahamCooperMD! #MedEdChat

Avital Y. O'Glasser, MD FACP SFHM (she/her) @aoglasser8 hours ago
RT @debsimpson3: T1 Why #visualmedia? Great synopsis
by @AvrahamCooperMD @AdamRodmanMD with nice visual explaining why! And then with practical
guidance on selection, creation, and use. Key point - try it!! Find some
peers. #MedEdChat #MedEd https://t.co/bH2uCvYe2z https://t.co/h203fgIAKv

Manifest Life of Your Dreams @TheOGFaro8 hours ago
RT @gradydoctor: @debsimpson3 @MedEdChat @Alliance4ClinEd @JournalofGME Hey @debsimps
on3! I've learned from some of the best like @tony_breu and @AvrahamCooperMD! #MedEdChat

Avital Y. O'Glasser, MD FACP SFHM (she/her) @aoglasser8 hours ago
@ShreyaTrivediMD @mededdoc @AvrahamCooperMD @MedEdChat @COREIMpodcast #MedEdCh
at podcasts really are promoting multimodal learning--audio AND visual ;)

Michael Green @mjg158 hours ago
@MedEdChat #mededchat I've been using comics to teach medical students about the patient's
experience of illness for quite some time. The medium lends itself to the development of empathy
between the reader and artist, and is a great way to learn. https://t.co/qyVwf5O1mg

Deb Simpson @debsimpson38 hours ago
@melina_manolas @MedEdChat So true @melina_manolas - decrease workload, processing... and
we all just only use any form of #visualmedia intentionally... enough "junk" to short through already...
that said I

#podcasts! #MedEdChat

Brent Thoma @Brent_Thoma8 hours ago
@ShreyaTrivediMD @gradydoctor @MedEdChat @HumanDoctoring Totally, but I'd consider those
separate from the podcast medium themselves just as a publication can be translated with a visual
abstract #mededchat
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Shreya P. Trivedi MD @ShreyaTrivediMD8 hours ago
RT @aoglasser: @ShreyaTrivediMD @mededdoc @AvrahamCooperMD @MedEdChat @COREIMpod
cast #MedEdChat podcasts really are promoting multimodal learning--audio AND visual ;)

Anthony R Artino Jr @mededdoc8 hours ago
T1 Not sure you’ve convinced me just yet. But I’m open to having my mind changed! #mededchat

Shreya P. Trivedi MD @ShreyaTrivediMD8 hours ago
@mededdoc @aoglasser @AvrahamCooperMD @MedEdChat @COREIMpodcast https://t.co/n00QO
QFPeL

Sara Dong @swinndong8 hours ago
RT @aoglasser: @ShreyaTrivediMD @mededdoc @AvrahamCooperMD @MedEdChat @COREIMpod
cast #MedEdChat podcasts really are promoting multimodal learning--audio AND visual ;)

Avital Y. O'Glasser, MD FACP SFHM (she/her) @aoglasser8 hours ago
@mededdoc #MedEdChat really appreciate that for me also, this discussion (are podcasts visual
media) highlights the BIGGER/BROADER conversation I advocate for about broadening the definition
of what "counts" in academia and HOW the adult brain learns best and nor or

Avital Y. O'Glasser, MD FACP SFHM (she/her) @aoglasser8 hours ago
@MichaelCosimini @ShreyaTrivediMD @mededdoc @AvrahamCooperMD @MedEdChat @COREIMp
odcast #MedEdChat i suspect it varies I'm a visual learner and I really appreciate the summary
infographics podcasts release--and find myself going back to them to quick-check pearls frequently

Theresa Maatman @TCMaatman7 hours ago
The use of comics can provide insight into the experiences of medical trainees. It gives they a safe way
to bring up and talk about their experiences. #graphicmedicine #graphicdoc #MedEdChat

Lonika *abortion is health care* @sood_lonika7 hours ago
@MedEdChat T1: probably all of these and more… other visual media that doesn’t fit nicely in these
buckets #mededchat

MedEd Chat (hosted by ACE) @MedEdChat7 hours ago
TOPIC 2: What are your best uses of #visualmedia as a #mededucator? Describe the What & Why. Be
sure to include the # for the media you are
describing: #vizab #Infographic #graphicmedicine #podcast #tweetorials #dataviz #MedEd #MedEdCha
t

Deb Simpson @debsimpson37 hours ago
@StevenMurphyQD @MedEdChat Welcome @StevenMurphyQD excited you're
here! #visualmedia strategies are important "tools" for all #mededucators to have - and strategically
use... #MedEdChat
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Shreya P. Trivedi MD @ShreyaTrivediMD7 hours ago
@MichaelCosimini @aoglasser @mededdoc @AvrahamCooperMD @MedEdChat @COREIMpodcast
We have some data on that question from a national survey we just
did! @iMedEducation @mededdoc @AdamRodmanMD #MedEdChat @rloganjonesmd @Marty_Fried
@TimRowesays @SAmbertPompey @melina_manolas @mondhiry @TylerLarsenMD & few others
whose @ i cant pull up easily right now!
Avital Y. O'Glasser, MD FACP SFHM (she/her) @aoglasser7 hours ago
RT @MedEdChat: TOPIC 2: TOPIC 2: What are your best uses of #visualmedia as a #mededucator?
Describe the What & Why. Be sure to include the # for the media you are
describing: #vizab #Infographic #graphicmedicine #podcast #tweetorials #dataviz #MedEd #MedEdCha
t

Deb Simpson @debsimpson37 hours ago
T2 Inviting others to co-create visual around project -topic. Forces us to crystallize & focus on key
points, find visuals to utilize multi-channel processing. #GraphicMedicine great for emotionally laden
topics @TCMaatman @mjg15 @NoetheMatt #MedEdChat https://t.co/wAqaJHmZlp https://t.co/P3X9V
PyyuF

Deb Simpson @debsimpson37 hours ago
@ShreyaTrivediMD @MichaelCosimini @aoglasser @mededdoc @AvrahamCooperMD @MedEdChat
@COREIMpodcast @iMedEducation @AdamRodmanMD @rloganjonesmd @Marty_Fried @TimRowe
says @SAmbertPompey @melina_manolas @mondhiry @TylerLarsenMD Can you preview the data?
That would be awesome #MedEdChat

Sara Dong @swinndong7 hours ago
@MichaelCosimini @aoglasser @ShreyaTrivediMD @mededdoc @AvrahamCooperMD @MedEdChat
@COREIMpodcast #mededchat I like this question and wish we could get a better sense of this. When
I asked thru @febrilepodcast audience, ~80% said they had seen a graphic for whatever that's worth

Shreya P. Trivedi MD @ShreyaTrivediMD7 hours ago
@MedEdChat T2. I pull up a ton of #infographics on the wards ! My prior residents also pull them to
teach with it too #MedEdChat

Michael Cosimini @MichaelCosimini7 hours ago
@aoglasser @ShreyaTrivediMD @mededdoc @AvrahamCooperMD @MedEdChat @COREIMpodcast
stand corrected! https://t.co/w1EgfzhXgd

Brent Thoma @Brent_Thoma7 hours ago
@aoglasser @mededdoc I'm with @mededdoc. #infographics attached to podcasts are
like #visualabstracts attached to papers. Great translational media, but not part of the podcast
imo. #MedEdChat

Gary Beck Dallaghan
@GLBDallaghan7 hours ago
@debsimpson3 @TCMaatman @mjg15 @NoetheMatt T2 Agreed. I used this image I drew 20+ years
ago to address breast cancer experienced by a dear friend #MedEdChat https://t.co/eByU6TLXMZ
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Lonika *abortion is health care* @sood_lonika7 hours ago
@MedEdChat T2: #infographic simply because this is an assignment that our @WSUMedicine M3s are
working on in relation to teaching and learning

#mededchat

Avraham Z. Cooper, MD @AvrahamCooperMD7 hours ago
RT @debsimpson3: T2 Inviting others to co-create visual around project -topic. Forces us to crystallize
& focus on key points, find visuals to utilize multi-channel processing. #GraphicMedicine great for
emotionally laden
topics @TCMaatman @mjg15 @NoetheMatt #MedEdChat https://t.co/wAqaJHmZlp https://t.co/P3X9V
PyyuF

Gary Beck Dallaghan
@GLBDallaghan7 hours ago
T2 I also use a lot of #infographics when I conduct workshops. Great item for participants to take with
them to easily summarize the work #MedEdChat

Deb Simpson @debsimpson37 hours ago
@MichaelCosimini @aoglasser @ShreyaTrivediMD @mededdoc @AvrahamCooperMD @MedEdChat
@COREIMpodcast Agree - have to determine as with any other educational method - what is the
optimal strategy for the target audience for your intended purpose. #VisualMedia enrich our toolbox and
enhance our ability to #educate! #MedEdChat

Sara Dong @swinndong7 hours ago
@MedEdChat #mededchat t2 #Infographics are great for on the fly teaching or incorporating into
didactics !

Anthony R Artino Jr @mededdoc7 hours ago
T2 The best uses of #visualmedia take advantage of dual-coding theory by combining picture and
words. Using pictures and words together helps all ppl learn better, not just those who describe
themselves as visual or auditory learners
below… https://t.co/SSZmKYxhgf

#meded #mededchat i.e., see

Hannah Abrams @HannahRAbrams7 hours ago
@MedEdChat My favorite on-the-fly #meded teaching modalities are "textable" -- something bite-sized
that I can send to my intern/student/other colleague to look at when they have the time to absorb
it. #Infographics, #tweetorials, & gifs are great for this. #MedEdChat

Kimberly D. Manning, MD @gradydoctor7 hours ago
@MedEdChat T2: I absolutely LOVE the Tuesday #tweetorials from @MedEdTwagTeam. They
beautifully blend #infographic and #graphicmedicine into concise, data-driven threads. The fact that
they are consistent matters, too. Here's this week's version. #MedEdChat https://t.co/whcyPNOGXr

Brent Thoma @Brent_Thoma7 hours ago
@MedEdChat Depends, as always, but I am partial to visuals designed to effectively convey tons of
related information elegantly. a la https://t.co/5EGLvgBbD8 #MedEdChat
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Deb Simpson @debsimpson37 hours ago
@GLBDallaghan Indeed - do you ask participants to make them? To summarize their take aways? It's
a great strategy -- enhances their processing, makes connections - all that good learning
stuff! #MedEdChat

Michael Cosimini @MichaelCosimini7 hours ago
@MedEdChat #mededchat

Shreya P. Trivedi MD @ShreyaTrivediMD7 hours ago
@MedEdChat T2. With one team, I had them draw out their own thought process for a complicated
topic and the connections, similar to a concept map and share with each other. So much learning was
had w/ comparing & contrasting their visual representation of the topic! #MedEdChat

Avital Y. O'Glasser, MD FACP SFHM (she/her) @aoglasser7 hours ago
RT @gradydoctor: @MedEdChat T2: @MedEdChat T2: I absolutely LOVE the
Tuesday #tweetorials from @MedEdTwagTeam. They beautifully
blend #infographic and #graphicmedicine into concise, data-driven threads. The fact that they are
consistent matters, too. Here's this week's version. #MedEdChat https://t.co/whcyPNOGXr

Therealbill @Therealbill177 hours ago
RT @TCMaatman: I have been in the graphic medicine world and it has been a way for my students to
share and talk about some of the difficult experiences they
have. #graphicmedicine #graphicdoc #MedEdChat

Gary Beck Dallaghan
@GLBDallaghan7 hours ago
@debsimpson3 T2 That's an even better idea. I've made them to give out, but I like the idea of asking
people to craft their own! #MedEdChat

Melina Manolas, MD, MPH @melina_manolas7 hours ago
@MedEdChat T2. I often think of the value of the process of creating an #infographic or an algorithmic
model for a chalk talk and how useful that is for the #visualmediacreator, and if maybe some of that is
lost when we just pass it along or don't guide how to use that content. #MedEdChat

Sara Dong @swinndong7 hours ago
@MedEdChat #mededchat it's also fun to use #infographic creation like an assignment/ project
(homework almost). Instead of bringing a 5 min talk on the topic, create a graphic to share with the
rounding crew

Meded @cryptovitas7 hours ago
RT @MedEdChat: TOPIC 2: TOPIC 2: What are your best uses of #visualmedia as a #mededucator?
Describe the What & Why. Be sure to include the # for the media you are
describing: #vizab #Infographic #graphicmedicine #podcast #tweetorials #dataviz #MedEd #MedEdCh
at
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Deb Simpson @debsimpson37 hours ago
T2 #Datavisualization folks say "play with data using visuals". Use different kinds of visuals - graph,
box plot, violin configuration - to explore NEW relationships between variables you're studying. Wow!
TY Tav
Ark @translatedmed @Brent_Thoma #MedEdChat https://t.co/2Odjba7KzE https://t.co/IlaTCfpp4d

Meded @cryptovitas7 hours ago
RT @mededdoc: T2 The best uses of #visualmedia take advantage of dual-coding theory by
combining picture and words. Using pictures and words together helps all ppl learn better, not just
those who describe themselves as visual or auditory learners
below… https://t.co/SSZmKYxhgf

#meded #mededchat i.e., see

Brent Thoma @Brent_Thoma7 hours ago
@MedEdChat T2 Not nearly as complex, but my personal favorite graph that I've designed
demonstrates the over- and under-representations of EPA assessments in a competency-based
program. #MedEdChat https://t.co/mDkEiz72VY

Shreya P. Trivedi MD @ShreyaTrivediMD7 hours ago
@HannahRAbrams @MedEdChat YES I email a lot of #visualmedia and tweetorials to my
team #MedEdchat

Avital Y. O'Glasser, MD FACP SFHM (she/her) @aoglasser7 hours ago
@debsimpson3 @MichaelCosimini @ShreyaTrivediMD @mededdoc @AvrahamCooperMD @MedEd
Chat @COREIMpodcast #MedEdChat agree--another example of how this is "and, not or"!

Deb Simpson @debsimpson37 hours ago
@ShreyaTrivediMD @MedEdChat How much time did you allow? Could they work
together? #MedEdChat

Avital Y. O'Glasser, MD FACP SFHM (she/her) @aoglasser7 hours ago
RT @debsimpson3: T2 #Datavisualization folks say "play with data using visuals". Use different kinds
of visuals - graph, box plot, violin configuration - to explore NEW relationships between variables you're
studying. Wow! TY Tav
Ark @translatedmed @Brent_Thoma #MedEdChat https://t.co/2Odjba7KzE https://t.co/IlaTCfpp4d

Brent Thoma @Brent_Thoma7 hours ago
RT @debsimpson3: T2 #Datavisualization folks say "play with data using visuals". Use different kinds
of visuals - graph, box plot, violin configuration - to explore NEW relationships between variables you're
studying. Wow! TY Tav
Ark @translatedmed @Brent_Thoma #MedEdChat https://t.co/2Odjba7KzE https://t.co/IlaTCfpp4d

Avraham Z. Cooper, MD @AvrahamCooperMD7 hours ago
RT @ShreyaTrivediMD: @MedEdChat T2. I pull up a ton of #infographics on the wards ! My prior
residents also pull them to teach with it too #MedEdChat

#MedEdChat facilitated by the Alliance for Clinical Education (Transcripts produced using Symplur.com)
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Avraham Z. Cooper, MD @AvrahamCooperMD7 hours ago
RT @ShreyaTrivediMD: @MedEdChat T2. With one team, I had them draw out their own thought
process for a complicated topic and the connections, similar to a concept map and share with each
other. So much learning was had w/ comparing & contrasting their visual representation of the
topic! #MedEdChat

Deb Simpson @debsimpson37 hours ago
@MichaelCosimini @MedEdChat Wow these are great examples! How do they play the "card
game"? #MedEdChat

Melina Manolas, MD, MPH @melina_manolas7 hours ago
@MedEdChat T2. The Cornell IM Clerkship at some point had a very unique #SDOH assignment of pt
interview + search of evidence base
of their classmates. #MedEdChat

create infographic

tweet out

retweet/amplify those

Avraham Z. Cooper, MD @AvrahamCooperMD7 hours ago
RT @ShreyaTrivediMD: @HannahRAbrams @MedEdChat YES I email a lot of #visualmedia and
tweetorials to my team #MedEdchat

Theresa Maatman @TCMaatman7 hours ago
All credit to my medical student. One of my favorite comics drawn by a student and i think captures the
student experience in a way words cannot. #graphicmedicine #MedEdChat https://t.co/EBFrnGJTm7

Shreya P. Trivedi MD @ShreyaTrivediMD7 hours ago
@debsimpson3 @MedEdChat I gave them only 5 minutes so they couldn't be too perfectionist with it.
No, i felt it was important for them to take a stab at it themselves & appreciate their knowledge gaps
and connections before sharing/discussion #MedEdchat

Hannah Abrams @HannahRAbrams7 hours ago
@MedEdChat Recently also had the experience of being asked to provide my #visualabstract with a
manuscript submission! Used it as a way to break down & annotate a favorite figure from the
manuscript. Has anyone else had experience/best practices doing this? #mededchat

Avraham Z. Cooper, MD @AvrahamCooperMD7 hours ago
@ShreyaTrivediMD @HannahRAbrams @MedEdChat Y.E.S. #mededchat

Sara Dong @swinndong7 hours ago
@ShreyaTrivediMD @HannahRAbrams @MedEdChat Yes samesies! I like to drop them into zoom
conferences when relevant

#mededchat

Sateesh Arja, M.B.B.S., MHPE, MSPH @ArjaSateesh7 hours ago
@MedEdChat #mededchat T2 I use cartoons to teach clinical skills and communication skills. Bar
graphs and pie charts for presenting data or analyzing the data #meded
#MedEdChat facilitated by the Alliance for Clinical Education (Transcripts produced using Symplur.com)
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Shreya P. Trivedi MD @ShreyaTrivediMD7 hours ago
@debsimpson3 @translatedmed @Brent_Thoma I love that! What are your favorite programs to play
around with the data? #MedEdchat

Deb Simpson @debsimpson37 hours ago
@Brent_Thoma @MedEdChat Don't undersell your impact! #Datavisualization doesn't have to be
complicated - that's the point - it makes data and relationships easy to grasp! #MedEdChat

Shreya P. Trivedi MD @ShreyaTrivediMD7 hours ago
YES

#onpoint

Melina Manolas, MD, MPH @melina_manolas7 hours ago
@MichaelCosimini @MedEdChat I love icons and use the @nounproject https://t.co/Rl1EnnjDWN for
them all the time ! #MedEdChat

Avraham Z. Cooper, MD @AvrahamCooperMD7 hours ago
@debsimpson3 @Brent_Thoma @MedEdChat And tells a story, right? #MedEdchat

Anthony R Artino Jr @mededdoc7 hours ago
T2 Remember, great #visualmedia works not because it caters to “visual learners,” but because it often
aligns with the content or learning objectives being taught, and so it helps everyone
learn! #MedEdChat #MedEd @SoniaCrandall @ZafarIqbalPhD https://t.co/uM3aSyUt8d

Aliki Thomas, PhD @aliki_thomas7 hours ago
RT @mededdoc: T2 Remember, great #visualmedia works not because it caters to “visual learners,”
but because it often aligns with the content or learning objectives being taught, and so it helps
everyone learn! #MedEdChat #MedEd @SoniaCrandall @ZafarIqbalPhD https://t.co/uM3aSyUt8d

Deb Simpson @debsimpson37 hours ago
@ArjaSateesh @MedEdChat Any examples you can share? It takes time to create all these so having
them be public, accessible, with others able to review and comments benefits us all
as #learners #scholars and #mededucators Did I get that
right @aoglasser @FutureDocs @TChanMD #MedEdChat

Michael Cosimini @MichaelCosimini7 hours ago
@debsimpson3 @MedEdChat The core is just matching antibiotic cards (which are coded for spectrum
of action and mechanism by color and icons) to clinical cases which score variable points based on
difficulty. They compete to do this and teach eachother. #mededchat https://t.co/qRvcFrSZw3

MedEd Chat (hosted by ACE) @MedEdChat7 hours ago
RT @mededdoc: T2 Remember, great #visualmedia works not because it caters to “visual learners,”
but because it often aligns with the content or learning objectives being taught, and so it helps
everyone learn! #MedEdChat #MedEd @SoniaCrandall @ZafarIqbalPhD https://t.co/uM3aSyUt8d
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Avraham Z. Cooper, MD @AvrahamCooperMD7 hours ago
RT @debsimpson3: T2 #Datavisualization folks say "play with data using visuals". Use different kinds
of visuals - graph, box plot, violin configuration - to explore NEW relationships between variables you're
studying. Wow! TY Tav
Ark @translatedmed @Brent_Thoma #MedEdChat https://t.co/2Odjba7KzE https://t.co/IlaTCfpp4d

Avraham Z. Cooper, MD @AvrahamCooperMD7 hours ago
RT @mededdoc: T2 Remember, great #visualmedia works not because it caters to “visual learners,”
but because it often aligns with the content or learning objectives being taught, and so it helps
everyone learn! #MedEdChat #MedEd @SoniaCrandall @ZafarIqbalPhD https://t.co/uM3aSyUt8d

Shreya P. Trivedi MD @ShreyaTrivediMD7 hours ago
@HannahRAbrams @MedEdChat This decreased the interia energy by a lot for
me! #MedEdchat https://t.co/kYLQRVAlNm

Avraham Z. Cooper, MD @AvrahamCooperMD7 hours ago
RT @melina_manolas: @MichaelCosimini @MedEdChat I love icons and use
the @nounproject https://t.co/Rl1EnnjDWN for them all the time ! #MedEdChat

Brent Thoma @Brent_Thoma7 hours ago
RT @mededdoc: T2 Remember, great #visualmedia works not because it caters to “visual learners,”
but because it often aligns with the content or learning objectives being taught, and so it helps
everyone learn! #MedEdChat #MedEd @SoniaCrandall @ZafarIqbalPhD https://t.co/uM3aSyUt8d

Mogen Frenkel, MD @mogenfrenkel7 hours ago
RT @TCMaatman: All credit to my medical student. One of my favorite comics drawn by a student and
i think captures the student experience in a way words
cannot. #graphicmedicine #MedEdChat https://t.co/EBFrnGJTm7

Vinny Arora MD MAPP @FutureDocs7 hours ago
RT @MedEdChat: TOPIC 2: TOPIC 2: What are your best uses of #visualmedia as a #mededucator?
Describe the What & Why. Be sure to include the # for the media you are
describing: #vizab #Infographic #graphicmedicine #podcast #tweetorials #dataviz #MedEd #MedEdCh
at

Mahima Gulati MD, FACE, FACLM, M.Sc., DipABLM @MahimaGulatiMD7 hours ago
RT @debsimpson3: T2 Inviting others to co-create visual around project -topic. Forces us to crystallize
& focus on key points, find visuals to utilize multi-channel processing. #GraphicMedicine great for
emotionally laden
topics @TCMaatman @mjg15 @NoetheMatt #MedEdChat https://t.co/wAqaJHmZlp https://t.co/P3X9V
PyyuF

Deb Simpson @debsimpson37 hours ago
This is awesome!! The Match Game --- at deeper, richer level!! Congrats! TY #mededchat
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Michael Cosimini @MichaelCosimini7 hours ago
@melina_manolas @MedEdChat @nounproject totally I also like
these: #mededchat https://t.co/qJcDUAiiy3

Avraham Z. Cooper, MD @AvrahamCooperMD7 hours ago
RT @debsimpson3: This is awesome!! The Match Game --- at deeper, richer level!! Congrats!
TY #mededchat

Michael Cosimini @MichaelCosimini7 hours ago
RT @melina_manolas: @MichaelCosimini @MedEdChat I love icons and use
the @nounproject https://t.co/Rl1EnnjDWN for them all the time ! #MedEdChat

Avraham Z. Cooper, MD @AvrahamCooperMD7 hours ago
RT @ShreyaTrivediMD: @HannahRAbrams @MedEdChat This decreased the interia energy by a lot
for me! #MedEdchat https://t.co/kYLQRVAlNm

Vinny Arora MD MAPP @FutureDocs7 hours ago
RT @MichaelCosimini: @melina_manolas @MedEdChat @nounproject totally I also like
these: @melina_manolas @MedEdChat @nounproject totally I also like
these: #mededchat https://t.co/qJcDUAiiy3

Avital Y. O'Glasser, MD FACP SFHM (she/her) @aoglasser7 hours ago
@debsimpson3 @ArjaSateesh @MedEdChat @FutureDocs @TChanMD #mededchat completely
agree! esp when you think about the definitions of scholarship (Boyer, Glassick) and DIGITAL
scholarship (Sherbino et al) which include being disseminated & archived and providing a mechanism
for feedback/critique/peer-review

Deb Simpson @debsimpson37 hours ago
@drM_sudha How did you know this was me!! Best to have someone else review!! Soo
true!! #MedEdChat

Hannah Abrams @HannahRAbrams7 hours ago
@ShreyaTrivediMD @MedEdChat animated infographic of visual abstract making >>> #MedEdChat

Deb Simpson @debsimpson37 hours ago
T2 Isn't a picture worth 1K words? This #infographic speaks for itself! Use & get > engagement
& #almetric scores! Have learners create for difficult topics; their take homes
per @ShreyaTrivediMD @UCSF_DHM_SFGH Amy
Ou @AylC1989 @AndrewMIbrahim #MedEdChat https://t.co/zQ5kgP4ODC https://t.co/IXVBLIpofP

Anthony R Artino Jr @mededdoc7 hours ago
T2 Amen. Couldn’t agree more. #MedEdChat #MedEd https://t.co/1nrFdmc8Tm
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Melina Manolas, MD, MPH @melina_manolas7 hours ago
@MichaelCosimini @MedEdChat @nounproject wow thank you for sharing #Scidraw looks like a total
game-changer for medicine-specific images ! #MedEdChat
Brent Thoma @Brent_Thoma7 hours ago
RT @ShreyaTrivediMD: @HannahRAbrams @MedEdChat This decreased the interia energy by a lot
for me! #MedEdchat https://t.co/kYLQRVAlNm
Tessa S. Cook MD PhD CIIP FSIIM FCPP @asset257 hours ago
RT @MichaelCosimini: @melina_manolas @MedEdChat @nounproject totally I also like
these: @melina_manolas @MedEdChat @nounproject totally I also like
these: #mededchat https://t.co/qJcDUAiiy3
Michael Green @mjg157 hours ago
@mededdoc @SoniaCrandall @ZafarIqbalPhD T2 @mededdoc #MedEdChat #GraphicMedicine Coul
dn't agree more. We should stop perpetuating the myth of different learning
styles. https://t.co/oD4ishLWqw

Shreya P. Trivedi MD @ShreyaTrivediMD7 hours ago
RT @debsimpson3: T2 Isn't a picture worth 1K words? This #infographic speaks for itself! Use & get >
engagement & #almetric scores! Have learners create for difficult topics; their take homes
per @ShreyaTrivediMD @UCSF_DHM_SFGH Amy
Ou @AylC1989 @AndrewMIbrahim #MedEdChat https://t.co/zQ5kgP4ODC https://t.co/IXVBLIpofP

Vinny Arora MD MAPP @FutureDocs7 hours ago
RT @mededdoc: T2 Remember, great #visualmedia works not because it caters to “visual learners,”
but because it often aligns with the content or learning objectives being taught, and so it helps
everyone learn! #MedEdChat #MedEd @SoniaCrandall @ZafarIqbalPhD https://t.co/uM3aSyUt8d

MedEd Chat (hosted by ACE) @MedEdChat7 hours ago
TOPIC 3: #Visualmedia is an important tool for #mededucators and should be valued as a form
of #scholarship in annual performance reviews, academic promotion, and awards. How is it valued at
your institution? If not why not? #MedEd #MedEdChat

Theresa Maatman @TCMaatman7 hours ago
T2: To guage what emotions students are experiencing. We analyzed and coded couple hundred
comics. Surprise, trainees are overwhelmed... #graphicmedicine https://t.co/xzQhD041tN #MedEdChat

Brent Thoma @Brent_Thoma7 hours ago
RT @TCMaatman: T2: T2: To guage what emotions students are experiencing. We analyzed and
coded couple hundred comics. Surprise, trainees are
overwhelmed... #graphicmedicine https://t.co/xzQhD041tN #MedEdChat

Lonika *abortion is health care* @sood_lonika7 hours ago
@MedEdChat T3: not sure if it is valued given I have not developed these as yet
not… as yet #mededchat

#MedEdChat facilitated by the Alliance for Clinical Education (Transcripts produced using Symplur.com)
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Avital Y. O'Glasser, MD FACP SFHM (she/her) @aoglasser7 hours ago
#MedEdChat A3--ok, this question is TOTALLY my jam!! yes, yes, yes visual media & digital
scholarship need to COUNT in academic medicine including for the P&T and other review processes

Michael Cosimini @MichaelCosimini7 hours ago
@MedEdChat T3: gonna punt that one to @aoglasser #mededchat

Vinny Arora MD MAPP @FutureDocs7 hours ago
RT @TCMaatman: T2: T2: To guage what emotions students are experiencing. We analyzed and
coded couple hundred comics. Surprise, trainees are
overwhelmed... #graphicmedicine https://t.co/xzQhD041tN #MedEdChat

Avital Y. O'Glasser, MD FACP SFHM (she/her) @aoglasser7 hours ago
@MichaelCosimini @MedEdChat #MedEdChat https://t.co/8AuJF24TR8

Gary Beck Dallaghan
@GLBDallaghan7 hours ago
T3 It's not really....but if a scholarly lens were applied as @TCMaatman did with the trainees drawing
comics then it would #MedEdChat

Kimberly D. Manning, MD @gradydoctor7 hours ago
@mededdoc @MedEdChat @SoniaCrandall @ZafarIqbalPhD Excellent point! #MedEdChat

Vinny Arora MD MAPP @FutureDocs7 hours ago
@MedEdChat We aren’t there yet but I think we can get there with formalizing the approach and
building the community of scholars who recognize it’s value #mededchat

Theresa Maatman @TCMaatman7 hours ago
T3: I got promoted to Associate Professor on studying
comics. #graphicmedicine #graphicdoc #MedEdChat

Deb Simpson @debsimpson37 hours ago
@aoglasser @ArjaSateesh @MedEdChat @FutureDocs @TChanMD And = Lee Shulman's work! So
we have >50 year lineage! I call it 3 Ps: Make it Public, Peer Reviewable & available on a "Platform"
where people can access it!! Otherwise as Lee said - "Teaching is like dry ice.... it disappears at room
temperature"! #MedEdChat @CarnegieFdn

Kristen Young @kristenyoung7 hours ago
RT @mededdoc: T2 Remember, great #visualmedia works not because it caters to “visual learners,”
but because it often aligns with the content or learning objectives being taught, and so it helps
everyone learn! #MedEdChat #MedEd @SoniaCrandall @ZafarIqbalPhD https://t.co/uM3aSyUt8d
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Shreya P. Trivedi MD @ShreyaTrivediMD7 hours ago
@MedEdChat T3. I did include in my promotion application that for ex. this graphic is being used at
multiple institutions to each different disposition options for patients. We will
see

https://t.co/HBIWAYtGAd #MedEdChat

Avraham Z. Cooper, MD @AvrahamCooperMD7 hours ago
RT @aoglasser: #MedEdChat A3--ok, this question is TOTALLY my jam!! yes, yes, yes visual media &
digital scholarship need to COUNT in academic medicine including for the P&T and other review
processes
Brent Thoma @Brent_Thoma7 hours ago
@MedEdChat T3. Interesting - I find it can help present most data/info better, but never really consider
it in isolation. Imagine having a designer embedded in institutions to assist with visualization in the
same way we have experts in prog eval, assessment, stats, etc though? #MedEdChat
Shreya P. Trivedi MD @ShreyaTrivediMD7 hours ago
RT @debsimpson3: @aoglasser @ArjaSateesh @MedEdChat @FutureDocs @TChanMD And = Lee
Shulman's work! So we have >50 year lineage! I call it 3 Ps: Make it Public, Peer Reviewable &
available on a "Platform" where people can access it!! Otherwise as Lee said - "Teaching is like dry
ice.... it disappears at room temperature"! #MedEdChat @CarnegieFdn

Anthony R Artino Jr @mededdoc7 hours ago
T2 Here's an #infographic that we created to summarize some work on #shame led
by @WillBynumMD. I've always really loved this
one! #MedEd #MedEdChat #visualmedia https://t.co/Jha0gEm6A9

Avital Y. O'Glasser, MD FACP SFHM (she/her) @aoglasser7 hours ago
RT @debsimpson3: @aoglasser @ArjaSateesh @MedEdChat @FutureDocs @TChanMD And = Lee
Shulman's work! So we have >50 year lineage! I call it 3 Ps: Make it Public, Peer Reviewable &
available on a "Platform" where people can access it!! Otherwise as Lee said - "Teaching is like dry
ice.... it disappears at room temperature"! #MedEdChat @CarnegieFdn

Avraham Z. Cooper, MD @AvrahamCooperMD7 hours ago
RT @debsimpson3: @aoglasser @ArjaSateesh @MedEdChat @FutureDocs @TChanMD And = Lee
Shulman's work! So we have >50 year lineage! I call it 3 Ps: Make it Public, Peer Reviewable &
available on a "Platform" where people can access it!! Otherwise as Lee said - "Teaching is like dry
ice.... it disappears at room temperature"! #MedEdChat @CarnegieFdn

Deb Simpson @debsimpson37 hours ago
@TCMaatman Such an important study for #graphicmedic #Comics as teaching/learning and
connecting strategy!! Thanks for sharing and need more #scholarship like this in
the #visualmedia in #meded field! #MedEdChat

Melina Manolas, MD, MPH @melina_manolas7 hours ago
@MedEdChat T3. I'm not sure how it is valued but @ShreyaTrivediMD @cjchiu encouraged me
through their awesome #SGIM22 digital scholarship talk to include it on iterations of my CV. I now keep
a tab of my mini #Tweetorials, Infographics, etc. on
my @NotionHQ #MedEdChat https://t.co/DXGqp3kIq6
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Vinny Arora MD MAPP @FutureDocs7 hours ago
@ShreyaTrivediMD @MedEdChat These are beautiful cc @MS_Martinez_MD #mededchat

Shreya P. Trivedi MD @ShreyaTrivediMD7 hours ago
@TCMaatman Love how you focused your passion and research in the same space
Theresa! #MededChat

Sateesh Arja, M.B.B.S., MHPE, MSPH @ArjaSateesh7 hours ago
@debsimpson3 @MedEdChat @aoglasser @FutureDocs @TChanMD #mededchat T2 I would love to
share them but they are on my office computer. But I must agree that I didn’t create them and using
from different resources #meded

Anthony R Artino Jr @mededdoc7 hours ago
BTW, this #infographic was created by the uber-talented @DougDworkin

Deb Simpson @debsimpson37 hours ago
T3 #Visualmedia IS a form of #MedEdScholarship. Are we our own worst enemy by not including it on
our CVs LoRs? Provide analytics from #Twitter or #almetrics 4 your #Tweetorial #visualabstract! Make
it
count! @aoglasser @FutureDocs @TChanMD #MedEdChat https://t.co/bH2uCvYe2z https://t.co/rB8Z
0QSkM9

Avital Y. O'Glasser, MD FACP SFHM (she/her) @aoglasser7 hours ago
@FutureDocs @MedEdChat #MedEdChat very well said and DITTO I don't think we have a formal
rubric yet BUT I feel our P&T committee is very open minded to non-traditional scholarship & social
media as it supports the preexisting criteria for P&T

Shreya P. Trivedi MD @ShreyaTrivediMD7 hours ago
RT @melina_manolas: @MedEdChat T3. I'm not sure how it is valued
but @ShreyaTrivediMD @cjchiu encouraged me through their awesome #SGIM22 digital scholarship
talk to include it on iterations of my CV. I now keep a tab of my mini #Tweetorials, Infographics, etc. on
my @NotionHQ #MedEdChat https://t.co/DXGqp3kIq6

Kimberly D. Manning, MD @gradydoctor7 hours ago
@MedEdChat T3: I can't think of a way that it counts yet for us unless it's in a publication. That being
said, it's exciting to see so many journals like @JournalofGME creating a space for #visualmedia pubs.
Of course the #ripout series is a great example. #MedEdChat https://t.co/xMNShKus62

Avital Y. O'Glasser, MD FACP SFHM (she/her) @aoglasser7 hours ago
RT @debsimpson3: T3 #Visualmedia IS a form of #MedEdScholarship. Are we our own worst enemy
by not including it on our CVs LoRs? Provide analytics from #Twitter or #almetrics 4
your #Tweetorial #visualabstract! Make it
count! @aoglasser @FutureDocs @TChanMD #MedEdChat https://t.co/bH2uCvYe2z https://t.co/rB8Z
0QSkM9
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Michael Cosimini @MichaelCosimini7 hours ago
Has anyone brought up memes yet? #mededchat T2 https://t.co/jAIkaiLDs3

Avraham Z. Cooper, MD @AvrahamCooperMD7 hours ago
RT @debsimpson3: T3 #Visualmedia IS a form of #MedEdScholarship. Are we our own worst enemy
by not including it on our CVs LoRs? Provide analytics from #Twitter or #almetrics 4
your #Tweetorial #visualabstract! Make it
count! @aoglasser @FutureDocs @TChanMD #MedEdChat https://t.co/bH2uCvYe2z https://t.co/rB8Z
0QSkM9

Avital Y. O'Glasser, MD FACP SFHM (she/her) @aoglasser7 hours ago
@TCMaatman #MedEdChat YES!!

Avital Y. O'Glasser, MD FACP SFHM (she/her) @aoglasser7 hours ago
RT @gradydoctor: @MedEdChat T3: @MedEdChat T3: I can't think of a way that it counts yet for us
unless it's in a publication. That being said, it's exciting to see so many journals
like @JournalofGME creating a space for #visualmedia pubs. Of course the #ripout series is a great
example. #MedEdChat https://t.co/xMNShKus62

Brent Thoma @Brent_Thoma7 hours ago
RT @debsimpson3: T3 #Visualmedia IS a form of #MedEdScholarship. Are we our own worst enemy
by not including it on our CVs LoRs? Provide analytics from #Twitter or #almetrics 4
your #Tweetorial #visualabstract! Make it
count! @aoglasser @FutureDocs @TChanMD #MedEdChat https://t.co/bH2uCvYe2z https://t.co/rB8Z
0QSkM9

Sateesh Arja, M.B.B.S., MHPE, MSPH @ArjaSateesh7 hours ago
@MedEdChat #mededchat T3 Visual media and social media are not part of annual performance
reviews, academic promotion and awards at our institution yet. Wishfully in the future #meded

Brent Thoma @Brent_Thoma7 hours ago
RT @mededdoc: T2 Here's an #infographic that we created to summarize some work on #shame led
by @WillBynumMD. I've always really loved this
one! #MedEd #MedEdChat #visualmedia https://t.co/Jha0gEm6A9

Avital Y. O'Glasser, MD FACP SFHM (she/her) @aoglasser7 hours ago
@FutureDocs @MedEdChat #MedEdChat that's part of the reason I'm so passionate about helping
others advocate for their novel/unique contributions to the academy & house of medicine let's articulate
it's impact and reach and value

Anthony R Artino Jr @mededdoc7 hours ago
T1 Here's another from our work on questionable research practices, also created
by @DougDworkin! #MedEd #MedEdChat @LaurenMaggio @erikwdriessen #infographic #visualmedi
a https://t.co/3BqKT2uhjD
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Vinny Arora MD MAPP @FutureDocs7 hours ago
@MedEdChat I can state we have published on our infographic approach to debunking misinformation
on social media so evaluating visual scholarship is
scholarship #mededchat @sweetchinchilla @ShikhaJainMD @evebmd @IMPACT4HC https://t.co/Lg1
CJUl69R

Theresa Maatman @TCMaatman7 hours ago
@GLBDallaghan I have a boss who needs to see the data. So I have to bring data. Here I found
students and residents shared things they never shared before, while drawing
comics. https://t.co/n05Dy5gg8Y #graphicmedicine #graphicdoc #Mededchat

Avraham Z. Cooper, MD @AvrahamCooperMD7 hours ago
@gradydoctor @MedEdChat @JournalofGME There can be a virtuous cycle, though - productivity on
social media
etc #mededchat

papers and lectures

productivity on social media

papers and lectures

Avital Y. O'Glasser, MD FACP SFHM (she/her) @aoglasser7 hours ago
@FutureDocs @MedEdChat #MedEdChat and as I say in every lecture I give on this subject... we
need to build a VOCABULARY & VERNACULAR to discuss non-traditional scholarship and describe
it's impact and reach. Number of citations & H-index aren't it--we need to talk about other endpoints

Shreya P. Trivedi MD @ShreyaTrivediMD7 hours ago
@StevenMurphyQD @MedEdChat haha thank you Steven! Now if only Harvard Medical School
promotion committee could see your tweet lol #MedEdchat

Deb Simpson @debsimpson37 hours ago
Just as #meded wasn't thought of as #scholarship pre 1980's-90s... be it curriculum, assessment,
mentor/advising... it takes a vocal community to demonstrate that #visualmedia IS scholarship --using
evidence! And tonight's #MedEdChat is part of building that coalition!

Michael Cosimini @MichaelCosimini7 hours ago
RT @TCMaatman: T3: T3: I got promoted to Associate Professor on studying
comics. #graphicmedicine #graphicdoc #MedEdChat

Avital Y. O'Glasser, MD FACP SFHM (she/her) @aoglasser7 hours ago
RT @FutureDocs: @MedEdChat I can state we have published on our infographic approach to
debunking misinformation on social media so evaluating visual scholarship is
scholarship #mededchat @sweetchinchilla @ShikhaJainMD @evebmd @IMPACT4HC https://t.co/Lg1
CJUl69R

Deb Simpson @debsimpson37 hours ago
RT @ShreyaTrivediMD: @MedEdChat T3. I did include in my promotion application that for ex. this
graphic is being used at multiple institutions to each different disposition options for patients. We will
see

https://t.co/HBIWAYtGAd #MedEdChat
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Avraham Z. Cooper, MD @AvrahamCooperMD7 hours ago
RT @debsimpson3: Just as #meded wasn't thought of as #scholarship pre 1980's-90s... be it
curriculum, assessment, mentor/advising... it takes a vocal community to demonstrate
that #visualmedia IS scholarship --using evidence! And tonight's #MedEdChat is part of building that
coalition!
Deb Simpson @debsimpson37 hours ago
RT @Brent_Thoma: @MedEdChat T3. Interesting - I find it can help present most data/info better, but
never really consider it in isolation. Imagine having a designer embedded in institutions to assist with
visualization in the same way we have experts in prog eval, assessment, stats, etc
though? #MedEdChat
Avital Y. O'Glasser, MD FACP SFHM (she/her) @aoglasser7 hours ago
@AvrahamCooperMD @gradydoctor @MedEdChat @JournalofGME #mededchat https://t.co/Xss7fD8
0hZ

Avital Y. O'Glasser, MD FACP SFHM (she/her) @aoglasser7 hours ago
RT @debsimpson3: Just as #meded wasn't thought of as #scholarship pre 1980's-90s... be it
curriculum, assessment, mentor/advising... it takes a vocal community to demonstrate
that #visualmedia IS scholarship --using evidence! And tonight's #MedEdChat is part of building that
coalition!

Deb Simpson @debsimpson37 hours ago
RT @gradydoctor: @MedEdChat T3: @MedEdChat T3: I can't think of a way that it counts yet for us
unless it's in a publication. That being said, it's exciting to see so many journals
like @JournalofGME creating a space for #visualmedia pubs. Of course the #ripout series is a great
example. #MedEdChat https://t.co/xMNShKus62

Anthony R Artino Jr @mededdoc7 hours ago
T2: And then there's this bad boy, which takes things to the next level using #video! This is more
fantastic work
by @DougDworkin and @LaurenMaggio!!!! #MedEd #MedEdChat #visualmedia #videoabstract #visual
abstract https://t.co/MvYAT7DRTC

Avraham Z. Cooper, MD @AvrahamCooperMD7 hours ago
RT @ShreyaTrivediMD: @MedEdChat T3. I did include in my promotion application that for ex. this
graphic is being used at multiple institutions to each different disposition options for patients. We will
see

https://t.co/HBIWAYtGAd #MedEdChat

Avital Y. O'Glasser, MD FACP SFHM (she/her) @aoglasser7 hours ago
@debsimpson3 #MedEdChat yup yup yup love that you phrased this as a coalition and I'm up to the
task! https://t.co/UCtPqTKIBK

Vinny Arora MD MAPP @FutureDocs7 hours ago
@MedEdChat Another recent paper evaluating the effect of a comic intervention on patient
understanding of the EHR. It helped those communities that need it
most! #mededchat @WeiWeiLeeMD @Alkureishi_L https://t.co/7tyONXUkVg
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Deb Simpson @debsimpson37 hours ago
RT @aoglasser: @debsimpson3 #MedEdChat yup yup yup love that you phrased this as a coalition
and I'm up to the task! https://t.co/UCtPqTKIBK

Shreya P. Trivedi MD @ShreyaTrivediMD7 hours ago
@mededdoc @DougDworkin @LaurenMaggio WOW! I missed this when it first came out. What
program was used to create this? #MedEdChat

Avital Y. O'Glasser, MD FACP SFHM (she/her) @aoglasser7 hours ago
@CaseySeidemanMD @FutureDocs @MedEdChat #MedEdChat https://t.co/aCF4uErYqJ

Vinny Arora MD MAPP @FutureDocs7 hours ago
RT @debsimpson3: T3 #Visualmedia IS a form of #MedEdScholarship. Are we our own worst enemy
by not including it on our CVs LoRs? Provide analytics from #Twitter or #almetrics 4
your #Tweetorial #visualabstract! Make it
count! @aoglasser @FutureDocs @TChanMD #MedEdChat https://t.co/bH2uCvYe2z https://t.co/rB8Z
0QSkM9

Avraham Z. Cooper, MD @AvrahamCooperMD7 hours ago
RT @FutureDocs: @MedEdChat Another recent paper evaluating the effect of a comic intervention on
patient understanding of the EHR. It helped those communities that need it
most! #mededchat @WeiWeiLeeMD @Alkureishi_L https://t.co/7tyONXUkVg

Shreya P. Trivedi MD @ShreyaTrivediMD7 hours ago
@aoglasser @debsimpson3 I love the 'rebel with a cause' #MedEdChat I was just thinking today how
non-traditionalist I am

Avital Y. O'Glasser, MD FACP SFHM (she/her) @aoglasser7 hours ago
@AvrahamCooperMD @gradydoctor @MedEdChat @JournalofGME #mededchat you can complete
peer-reviewed publications and lectures ABOUT using social media
hi @ETSshow :) https://t.co/OjnqEK12bP

Mark Shapiro, MD @ETSshow7 hours ago
RT @aoglasser: @AvrahamCooperMD @gradydoctor @MedEdChat @JournalofGME #mededchat yo
u can complete peer-reviewed publications and lectures ABOUT using social media
hi @ETSshow :) https://t.co/OjnqEK12bP

Deb Simpson @debsimpson37 hours ago
RT @FutureDocs: @MedEdChat I can state we have published on our infographic approach to
debunking misinformation on social media so evaluating visual scholarship is
scholarship #mededchat @sweetchinchilla @ShikhaJainMD @evebmd @IMPACT4HC https://t.co/Lg1
CJUl69R
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Avital Y. O'Glasser, MD FACP SFHM (she/her) @aoglasser7 hours ago
RT @mededdoc: T2: T2: And then there's this bad boy, which takes things to the next level
using #video! This is more fantastic work
by @DougDworkin and @LaurenMaggio!!!! #MedEd #MedEdChat #visualmedia #videoabstract #visual
abstract https://t.co/MvYAT7DRTC

MedEd Chat (hosted by ACE) @MedEdChat7 hours ago
We have about 5 more minutes left in our discussion. Please feel free to give some final
thoughts #meded #MedEdChat

Avital Y. O'Glasser, MD FACP SFHM (she/her) @aoglasser7 hours ago
@ShreyaTrivediMD @mededdoc @DougDworkin @LaurenMaggio #MedEdChat makes me think
of @GongGasGirl & @inquisitiveGyn podcast and subsequent publication entitled "Hippocrates would
be on twitter" and their referencing of the doubling time of medical knowledge (hint, hint, it's really
short--and that was prepandemic)

Lonika *abortion is health care* @sood_lonika7 hours ago
Question for this group on tonight’s #mededchat : how can those with minimal artistic talent develop
comics etc. ? Any programs you use? Asking for a
friend @debsimpson3 @aoglasser @gracefarris @ShreyaTrivediMD @mededdoc @AAIMOnline

Vinny Arora MD MAPP @FutureDocs7 hours ago
RT @TCMaatman: T3: T3: I got promoted to Associate Professor on studying
comics. #graphicmedicine #graphicdoc #MedEdChat

Deb Simpson @debsimpson37 hours ago
@ShreyaTrivediMD @aoglasser Prefer to think of it as superb #mededucators who use all the
resources and strategies we have to communicate effectively, being it you all teaching patients
or #MedEd learners and faculty!! It's #leadership #MedEdChat

Deb Simpson @debsimpson37 hours ago
On behalf your guest hosts #JGME #visualmedia authors & editors - TY! We encourage u to pick a
project, a visual, try it. You WILL be rewarded as those creative juices flow, #MedEd learners cheer,
you #scholarshp is recognized & you have fun! #MedEdChat!

Avital Y. O'Glasser, MD FACP SFHM (she/her) @aoglasser7 hours ago
#MedEdChat Great discussion! my 2 cents: advocating for inclusion of visual media/digital scholarship
in academic medicine is part of the broader conversation that we need to expand the definition of what
"counts"--this includes advocacy work as well time to shake it up!!

Meded @cryptovitas7 hours ago
RT @debsimpson3: Just as #meded wasn't thought of as #scholarship pre 1980's-90s... be it
curriculum, assessment, mentor/advising... it takes a vocal community to demonstrate
that #visualmedia IS scholarship --using evidence! And tonight's #MedEdChat is part of building that
coalition!
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Meded @cryptovitas7 hours ago
RT @mededdoc: T2: T2: And then there's this bad boy, which takes things to the next level
using #video! This is more fantastic work
by @DougDworkin and @LaurenMaggio!!!! #MedEd #MedEdChat #visualmedia #videoabstract #visual
abstract https://t.co/MvYAT7DRTC

Theresa Maatman @TCMaatman7 hours ago
@sood_lonika @debsimpson3 @aoglasser @gracefarris @ShreyaTrivediMD @mededdoc @AAIMOnl
ine Start with a simple shape. Give it A face and arms and legs. Then pass it to your neighbor to draw
the next panel! You would be amazed what you cansay with triangle and square
people. #graphicmedicine #Mededchat

Meded @cryptovitas7 hours ago
RT @MedEdChat: We have about 5 more minutes left in our discussion. Please feel free to give some
final thoughts #meded #MedEdChat

Meded @cryptovitas7 hours ago
RT @debsimpson3: On behalf your guest hosts #JGME #visualmedia authors & editors - TY! We
encourage u to pick a project, a visual, try it. You WILL be rewarded as those creative juices
flow, #MedEd learners cheer, you #scholarshp is recognized & you have fun! #MedEdChat!

Deb Simpson @debsimpson37 hours ago
@sood_lonika @aoglasser @gracefarris @ShreyaTrivediMD @mededdoc @AAIMOnline Suggest
reading these authors #JGME #RipOuts on Visual meeting - practical tips on how to get started in each
media and make it count as scholarship. You can find them under "collections" > Rip Outs > Visual
media on https://t.co/o8xpuh6jcv #MedEdChat

Anthony R Artino Jr @mededdoc7 hours ago
T3. As the amt of peer-reviewed content continues to grow, it's gonna be even >imp't that we find ways
to synthesize new knowledge & present it to users in a digestible & learnable format. This is
where #visualmedia can play a HUGE ROLE in
KT! #MedEd #MedEdChat @LaurenMaggio https://t.co/Dw4XqDzfuX

MedEd Chat (hosted by ACE) @MedEdChat7 hours ago
Join us again next week at 9 PM ET/NYC Thursday. Don't forget to suggest topics by DM or
email #meded #MedEdChat

MedEd Chat (hosted by ACE) @MedEdChat7 hours ago
That's a wrap...I will post the #MedEdChat transcript tomorrow morning
on https://t.co/mJivoK9NyX. Thanks everyone for participating! #meded

Julia Switzer, MD (she/her) @jswitzermd7 hours ago
@MedEdChat Great topic! Found some cool # and accounts to follow. Thank you! #MedEdChat
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Hannah Abrams @HannahRAbrams7 hours ago
@sood_lonika @debsimpson3 @aoglasser @gracefarris @ShreyaTrivediMD @mededdoc @AAIMOnl
ine @Canva is a go-to! I also think that often simpler can be better in conveying #meded topics so
don't be afraid to go simple if that's what works for you. For icons, helpful conversation
here @MichaelCosimini @melina_manolas https://t.co/bWNYSWs3pi
Anthony R Artino Jr @mededdoc7 hours ago
@sood_lonika @debsimpson3 @aoglasser @gracefarris @ShreyaTrivediMD @AAIMOnline In my
experience, you can do a surprising amount of simple but still good stuff in PowerPoint! #MedEdChat

Vinny Arora MD MAPP @FutureDocs7 hours ago
RT @aoglasser: #MedEdChat Great discussion! my 2 cents: advocating for inclusion of visual
media/digital scholarship in academic medicine is part of the broader conversation that we need to
expand the definition of what "counts"--this includes advocacy work as well time to shake it up!!
Healthcare discovery @HealthTypes7 hours ago
RT @mededdoc: T2 Remember, great #visualmedia works not because it caters to “visual learners,”
but because it often aligns with the content or learning objectives being taught, and so it helps
everyone learn! #MedEdChat #MedEd @SoniaCrandall @ZafarIqbalPhD https://t.co/uM3aSyUt8d

Vinny Arora MD MAPP @FutureDocs7 hours ago
@MedEdChat An amazing #mededchat so awesome to be back and remember the beauty of twitter

Shirlene Obuobi MD is #pluripotent @shirleneobuobi7 hours ago
Who decided to rebrand #graphicmedicine as #visualmedia? Why are we suddenly talking about how it
should be valued when ppl have been writing papers in this space for a decade? Why we are we not
recognizing the physician/ artists who have been thanklessly doing the work?

Shreya P. Trivedi MD @ShreyaTrivediMD7 hours ago
@MedEdChat This was so fun! Thank you for hosting @JournalofGME @debsimpson3 #MedEdChat

Deb Simpson @debsimpson37 hours ago
RT @TCMaatman: @sood_lonika @debsimpson3 @aoglasser @gracefarris @ShreyaTrivediMD @me
deddoc @AAIMOnline Start with a simple shape. Give it A face and arms and legs. Then pass it to
your neighbor to draw the next panel! You would be amazed what you cansay with triangle and square
people. #graphicmedicine #Mededchat

Akshay Sharma MD @AkshaySharmaMD7 hours ago
RT @mededdoc: T1 Here's another from our work on questionable research practices, also created
by @DougDworkin! #MedEd #MedEdChat @LaurenMaggio @erikwdriessen #infographic #visualmedi
a https://t.co/3BqKT2uhjD

Lonika *abortion is health care* @sood_lonika7 hours ago
RT @debsimpson3: On behalf your guest hosts #JGME #visualmedia authors & editors - TY! We
encourage u to pick a project, a visual, try it. You WILL be rewarded as those creative juices
flow, #MedEd learners cheer, you #scholarshp is recognized & you have fun! #MedEdChat!
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Akshay Sharma MD @AkshaySharmaMD7 hours ago
RT @debsimpson3: T3 #Visualmedia IS a form of #MedEdScholarship. Are we our own worst enemy
by not including it on our CVs LoRs? Provide analytics from #Twitter or #almetrics 4
your #Tweetorial #visualabstract! Make it
count! @aoglasser @FutureDocs @TChanMD #MedEdChat https://t.co/bH2uCvYe2z https://t.co/rB8Z
0QSkM9

Akshay Sharma MD @AkshaySharmaMD7 hours ago
RT @mededdoc: T2 Here's an #infographic that we created to summarize some work on #shame led
by @WillBynumMD. I've always really loved this
one! #MedEd #MedEdChat #visualmedia https://t.co/Jha0gEm6A9

Tanya Selak @GongGasGirl6 hours ago
From now on, I want every peer reviewed publication to have an accompanying #VideoAbstract like
this one omg it's so good. With over a million peer reviewed publications per year, what's the point if no
one can get the information? #MedEdChat

Deb Simpson @debsimpson36 hours ago
@ShreyaTrivediMD @MedEdChat @JournalofGME So fun for me to having all you #visualmedia pros
in one place — what a great discussion and have to check out the resources and tools cited. Thanks to
all!! #MedEdChat @JournalofGME @mededchat @Alliance4ClinEd

Rebekah Gardner, MD @R_L_Gardner6 hours ago
RT @aoglasser: #MedEdChat Great discussion! my 2 cents: advocating for inclusion of visual
media/digital scholarship in academic medicine is part of the broader conversation that we need to
expand the definition of what "counts"--this includes advocacy work as well time to shake it up!!

Melchor Sanchez @melchorsm6 hours ago
RT @mededdoc: T2 Here's an #infographic that we created to summarize some work on #shame led
by @WillBynumMD. I've always really loved this
one! #MedEd #MedEdChat #visualmedia https://t.co/Jha0gEm6A9

Chris “The Chiu Man" Chiu, MD @cjchiu6 hours ago
RT @melina_manolas: @MedEdChat T3. I'm not sure how it is valued
but @ShreyaTrivediMD @cjchiu encouraged me through their awesome #SGIM22 digital scholarship
talk to include it on iterations of my CV. I now keep a tab of my mini #Tweetorials, Infographics, etc. on
my @NotionHQ #MedEdChat https://t.co/DXGqp3kIq6

Teresa Chan | 陳敏怡 @TChanMD6 hours ago
RT @debsimpson3: T3 #Visualmedia IS a form of #MedEdScholarship. Are we our own worst enemy
by not including it on our CVs LoRs? Provide analytics from #Twitter or #almetrics 4
your #Tweetorial #visualabstract! Make it
count! @aoglasser @FutureDocs @TChanMD #MedEdChat https://t.co/bH2uCvYe2z https://t.co/rB8Z
0QSkM9
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Jen Readlynn, MD, FHM (she/her) @jenreadlynn5 hours ago
RT @aoglasser: @FutureDocs @MedEdChat #MedEdChat and as I say in every lecture I give on this
subject... we need to build a VOCABULARY & VERNACULAR to discuss non-traditional scholarship
and describe it's impact and reach. Number of citations & H-index aren't it--we need to talk about other
endpoints

Jen Readlynn, MD, FHM (she/her) @jenreadlynn5 hours ago
RT @Brent_Thoma: @MedEdChat I'd swap podcasts out and videos in as a #visualmedia, but
otherwise all of the above. #visualmedia are a great way to tell a story to the eyes - super helpful these
days when we often have +++ information to convey and little time/space. #mededchat #meded

Michael Cosimini @MichaelCosimini5 hours ago
Excited to see this survey:

Jen Readlynn, MD, FHM (she/her) @jenreadlynn5 hours ago
RT @aoglasser: #MedEdChat Great discussion! my 2 cents: advocating for inclusion of visual
media/digital scholarship in academic medicine is part of the broader conversation that we need to
expand the definition of what "counts"--this includes advocacy work as well time to shake it up!!

Jen Readlynn, MD, FHM (she/her) @jenreadlynn5 hours ago
RT @aoglasser: @debsimpson3 #MedEdChat yup yup yup love that you phrased this as a coalition
and I'm up to the task! https://t.co/UCtPqTKIBK

Julia Blitz @JuliaBlitz3 hours ago
Yes please - "Match instructional methods to the characteristics of the content or learning objectives"

Joseph Weigel @joeweigelan hour ago
A lake outing yesterday with our 3rd year LCRH FM and IM Housestaff. After years of Pandemic, some
semblance of normal and togetherness was very nice. Proud of them
all. #MedTwitter #MedEdChat JGW https://t.co/in1LGuRB37

The #MedEdChat Influencers
Top 10 Influential
@MedEdChat 100

@ShreyaTrivediMD 92

@debsimpson3 91

@mededdoc 88
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@aoglasser 87

@MichaelCosimini 72

@gradydoctor 71

@TCMaatman 68

@AvrahamCooperMD 64

@HannahRAbrams 62

Prolific Tweeters
@debsimpson3 37

@aoglasser 34

@ShreyaTrivediMD 25

@AvrahamCooperMD 21

@Brent_Thoma 15

@FutureDocs 12

@MichaelCosimini 12

@mededdoc 12

@cryptovitas 9

@GLBDallaghan 8
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Highest Impressions
@AvrahamCooperMD 1.1M

@gradydoctor 702.0K

@FutureDocs 542.2K

@ShreyaTrivediMD 498.5K

@aoglasser 444.1K

@Brent_Thoma 148.2K

@GongGasGirl 73.0K

@MedEdChat 66.3K

@melina_manolas 55.4K

@HannahRAbrams 42.3K

The Numbers

3.978M

Impressions

266
39
34
7

Tweets

Participants

Avg Tweets/Hour

Avg Tweets/Participant

Twitter data from the #MedEdChat hashtag from Thu, May 12th 2022, 9:05PM to Fri, May 13th 2022, 4:50AM (America/New_York) –
Symplur.
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